
Maximizing Cell Vitality
The World's Leading Oxygen Mineral Supplement

Oxygenates, Detoxifies & Nourishes Cells

Creates Nascent Oxygen and Hydrogen

Product of USA
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®  What is Cell-Pet ?

® 
What are the Benefits of using Cell-Pet ?

®Other reasons for using Cell-Pet

®Cell-Pet is a unique liquid oxygen mineral supplement, in a super-energized 
concentrated colloidal form that increases oxygenation in the blood; improves 
digestion, the immune system, the metabolism, and the Exotic bird's general well-
being. 

®As a dynamic multi-action agent, Cell-Pet is environmentally and ecologically safe for 
all types of birds. It has no detrimental side-effects, and has numerous benefits for 
Exotic bird's, Racing Pigeons, Tumblers, Parrots, Budgies, etc.

¨  Reduces distress, disease & mortalities

¨ Improves health & condition

¨ Strengthens systems, e.g. immune system

¨ Works fast and effectively

¨ Is cost-effective and easy to use

¨ Achieves sustainable results

¨ Reduces ammonia content in manure, thus reducing possible damage to 
lung surfaces and susceptibility to respiratory diseases

¨ Reduces need for costly medications



®How does Cell Pet  achieve results ?

As soon as you Pet drinks water with Cell-
® ® Pet in it, Cell-Pet starts working in its 

most amazing and unique manner on 
many levels of your Pet.

PHYSICAL AND ELECTROMAGNETIC 
LEVELS:

®Cell-Pet provides the bird with essential 
elements and minerals, required for proper 
composition of bodily fluids, maintenance 
of healthy nerve functioning, and proper 
formation of all cells, e.g. blood, muscle 
and bone cells:

· resulting in improved and accelerated 
food conversion into increased healthy 
body mass; and

· resulting in improved quality and size of 
eggs, as well as stronger shells, and 
increased laying frequency.

®
Minerals in Cell-Pet are in physical 
colloidal form, i.e. minute negatively-
charged particles. Because most bodily 
fluids (like blood and lymph) are colloidal, 

the bird's bodily systems perceive 
®Cell-Pet as normal healthy body fluid, 

and allow the micro-nutrients to pass 
immediately through sensitive tissues of 
the bird's mouth, throat and oesophagus 
into the blood stream ensuring that 
nutrients are rapidly available for 
assimilation by all parts of the body, at 
cellular level.

The electromagnetic energy released by 
the production of nascent hydrogen 
boosts the bird's immune system 
significantly.

CHEMICAL AND B IOLOGICAL 
LEVELS:
Oxygen- for producing metabolic energy, 
and for oxidizing toxins and metabolic 
body waste for effective elimination.
Hydrogen - for irrigating, building and 
strengthening cel ls and organs, 
preventing inflammation, moistening lung 
surfaces for gas diffusion, and regulating 
body temperature. 
Amino Acids – for building proteins, 
hormones, neurotransmitters and anti-
bodies, as well as the pigeon's immune 
system for resisting viral, bacterial and 
fungal infections.
Enzymes – for enhancing the digestive 
and metabolic functions of the bird, 
enabling it to assimilate more nutritional 
benefits, than previously, from the foods 
that it eats.



®Administering Cell-Pet
®Directions: Cell-Pet  is highly concen-

trated so you are to start off with a very low 
dosage. Make sure your bird intake the 
whole water in bowl.

Please follow these instructions carefully.

Birds
Day Day Day 7 Cell- Contents of

1 to 3 4 to 6 Onwards Pet Water Bowl

Drops Drops Drops ml ml Liters

11 22 34 1.00 2,000 2.00

6 11 17 0.50 1,000 1.00

3 6 8 0.25 500 0.50

1 3 4 0.12 250 0.25

1 1 2 0.062 125 0.13

0.5 1 1 0.031 60 0.06

®
Cell-Pet is not a medicine. As a nutritional 
supplement, it provides bird with a 
constant stream of essential building 
blocks (e.g. oxygen, minerals, etc.) so that 
each bird's systems can optimally carry 
out their functions of energising, 
cleansing, building, balancing and 
protecting living tissue every day.

*

®
Is Cell-Pet a medicine?

®Ingredients in Cell-Pet
®

Cell-Pet is a registered blend of natural 
plant-sourced minerals, nutrients and 
electrolytes in ionic colloidal suspension; 
and proprietary elements that supply 
controlled nascent oxygen and hydro-
gen at cellular level. No alcohol or glucose 

®is used in the product. Cell-Pet is also 
hypo-allergenic.

All Ingredients are organic 
(but not certified

as yet) and 
totally non-toxic

Importer & Marketer: Murti Exports (India) A-125, Group
Industrial Area, Wazirpur, New Delhi-110052, India

amit@cellpetindia.com | mohit@cellpetindia.com

www.cellpetindia.com

www.oxygenforlife.co.za

Ph. : 091633 64775 | 098111 30139

For sale Enquiry & Customer Support :

sale@cellpetindia.com

PH : +91 9250009010

www.facebook.com/cellpetindia

PRODUCT AVAILABLE IN ALL STATES ACROSS INDIA

Delih & NCR, Tamil-Nadu, Karnataka, Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan, Utter-Pradesh, Gujarat,

J&K, Maharashtra, West-Bengal, Uttaranchal, Uttrakhand, Andhra-Pradesh, Himachal

Pradesh, Odisha, Assam, Goa, Jharkhand, Tripura

TM Cell-Pet is manufactured by Deutrel Industries Inc.

Lancaster CA 93535 U.S.A. in an F.D.A. licensed

laboratory, and is based on the same technologies as Cellfood ®, the

nutritional supplement (for humans.)
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